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Foreword

I’m confident you and I could spend considerable time discussing and debating the advantages and 
disadvantages of living in a digital world. And despite our debate, I’m also confident we would be 
able to agree on this impressive transformation on at least two levels: (1) how quickly the changes 
occurred and (2) how pervasive the impact has been. Literally, after thousands of years with-
out digital data, it’s almost impossible to fathom how any business can survive in today’s world 
without automating and digitizing its business processes. Few would argue the point. In fact, it’s 
become an easy strategic pastime of some to equate poor market segment performance with poor 
market segment information technology (IT) adoption.

Clearly, healthcare has been one such market segment generally attacked as an industry quite 
late to the digital party. Like far too many generalizations, the criticism can be both quite fair and 
quite inaccurate. Given the widespread adoption of IT in the form of shared accounting systems as 
early as the 1960s, healthcare was pretty mainstream at that time relative to embracing IT.

Okay, so where’s support for the criticism? Outside fairly isolated instances, in my personal 
case, LDS Hospital in Salt Lake City, Utah, the healthcare industry has been slow to apply IT 
to its core business processes, that is, applying IT to the processes and documentation of patient 
care. For example, it has only been during the past two decades that hospitals and physician prac-
tices have significantly integrated clinical information in comprehensive electronic medical record 
(EMR) systems.

It’s hard to overstate the value to healthcare, both as a hugely important industry and as a 
hugely critical public service, of the pervasive installation of EMRs. It’s also easy to understand 
why the vendor and provider components of the healthcare industry, for the past two decades, 
have been almost fully consumed with the implementation of EMR systems. By almost any mea-
sures, we’ve made significant progress in digitizing core healthcare processes via EMRs.

It has, however, come at a price—huge expenses, huge energy levels, and massive operational 
stress. The result? Much of the industry has little appetite to spend more money, time, and energy 
on “what’s next” relative to healthcare IT. There are even some portions of the provider commu-
nity that believe we don’t need anything beyond EMRs.

I can fully appreciate the post-EMR fatigue factor. It also resonates with me when someone 
says why we need to continue to invest in IT. When will we harvest?

My response is straightforward. The harvest comes when we do two critical things: (1) improve 
work processes that are made possible because of digitized systems, especially EMRs, and (2) cre-
ate learning organizations emanating from analytics insights made available as a result of these 
massively data-intensive digital systems. The data “exhaust” from these digitized operational 
systems, properly organized in an enterprise data warehouse and effectively analyzed and dis-
played with exciting new tools and technologies, is already permitting healthcare organizations to 
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eliminate health care waste (operational mistakes, inaccurate diagnoses, and unnecessary orders) 
and improve patient outcomes.

Major harvesting is now possible from our significant investments in health IT (HIT) opera-
tional systems by those seeking to learn from the data! Furthermore, these performance improve-
ment learnings can be codified into agreed-upon rules to drive the alerting and reminding 
capabilities of installed EMRs. With this feedback loop, we now have an organizational vehicle 
(EMRs) to “sustain the gains” from our new clinical insights and to make good on our promises 
to broadly and uniformly improve patient outcomes. And there’s even more good to do, and to get 
excited about, in our post-EMR implementation phase of HIT. This is the notion of the contribu-
tions, and IT needs, of the healthcare world outside the walls of the hospital.

The new world of healthcare financing and delivery is forcing care delivery organizations to 
move further to the edge to keep people healthy rather than continue to inhabit a physician-
centric, hospital-centric model of fee for service. Hence, the billions that were spent on hospital 
EMRs was necessary to ensure the most efficient, effective, and efficacious care when someone, 
God forbid, is sick enough to go to a hospital, but the goal now is to keep that from happening.

Therefore, all kinds of new systems are going to be required that go way beyond the EMR, for 
sure using the data from it, but combining those data with other information from the patient, 
from other care delivery organizations the patient has visited, from remote monitoring devices, 
and other sources of wellness data. Plus, you’ll need investments in precision medicine technolo-
gies, including pharmacogenetics. Thought you’d spent all you needed to spend on IT with your 
EMR investment—think again!

The authors in this outstanding compilation of post-EMR needs and benefits will further 
prepare you for what’s required and what’s possible. I’m grateful to say that I know many of these 
authors personally. I’m also grateful to say that Dave Garets and Claire McCarthy Garets are 
among my closest professional and personal friends. I’m pleased to recommend the insights of 
these respected professionals to you as you further your efforts to create the enviable healthcare 
systems we can now only dream of.

Good luck and Godspeed!

Larry Grandia
St. George, Utah
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Preface

We never had to go to “Plan B.”

It is generally acknowledged that getting an EMR in place is a starting point, not the end of the 
journey to becoming a modern healthcare organization. That’s what this book is about—the many 
other things that need to be addressed after your EMR is in place. As you move forward on the 
never-ending path to increasing quality, excellence, safety, service, and so on, the human change 
leadership challenges you faced when implementing your EMR continue to be important every 
step of the way. Why? Because each change you make requires the participation of your people in 
order to succeed.

As we now know, installing an EMR does not, in and of itself, deliver the anticipated benefits. 
It takes behavior, attitude, and process changes to generate value from the potential the EMR 
presents. The same is true when you tackle opportunities presented by Big Data, mobile devices, 
population health, interoperability, cybersecurity, and the many other things that are becoming 
requirements in today’s healthcare world.

Though this book is not specifically about the human aspects of change, each topic covered 
presents yet another change that staff, physicians, executives—and patients and their families—
must adjust to in some way. As you navigate the path to the future, keep the following questions 
in mind to help ensure you make the most of your greatest resource—your human capital.

 ◾ Do you have a change methodology, and more importantly, are you using it? If not, you are 
probably missing many of the following questions.

 ◾ Is there a clear picture of the desired future state? Does it describe the employee experience, 
the patient experience? Do people understand why you are changing and what will happen 
if the changes aren’t successful?

 ◾ People want to know what they are expected to do. How are you managing expectations and 
showing people what a good job looks like?

 ◾ What is the role of leaders in effecting the organizational transformation, as opposed to their 
role in installing new technology or a new program?

 ◾ Change happens when people let go—what is it time to let go of now?
 ◾ How strong is change leadership in the organization? How committed are the executive 

leaders to significant change initiatives? How do you know?
 ◾ What is the most important job of your leaders today? If it’s not guiding their teams through 

change and building change capacity, what is it?
 ◾ When time and resources are tight, what can you stop or postpone until the top priority is 

successfully implemented? Is there agreement about what the top priority is?
 ◾ People do what they are rewarded for. Are you reinforcing change or reinforcing the status 

quo?
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 ◾ What is the cumulative impact of all the changes underway in your organization? Which 
stakeholder groups are hardest hit? How can you sequence change to reduce the impact?

 ◾ How are you ensuring that your organization is increasingly change enabled so that change 
goes faster, is less painful, costs less, and achieves the anticipated outcomes?

 ◾ How much alignment is there between what leaders say, what they do, and what they 
reinforce?

 ◾ How effective are the feedback mechanisms in the organization? Do leaders pay attention to 
staff feedback and respond to it in a timely manner?

We ask these questions because the hardest things are often those considered to be soft— 
ruptured relationships, broken trust, crises of confidence, emotional outbursts, unclear expecta-
tions, poor performance, miscommunication and misunderstandings, and so on. Why are these 
things so hard? It’s difficult to predict the outcome of these situations; there is no prescribed, sure 
path to resolution, and people are weird, meaning they are unpredictable and have their own rea-
sons for the things they do.

Why should you care? Just read the news about implementation failures, executive firings, lost 
revenue, lost market share, security breaches, mergers and acquisitions, and bankruptcies.

This book describes some of the major initiatives that most healthcare organizations here, and 
internationally, are involved in now or will be undertaking in the next decade. Most of them are 
transformational. None of them are IT initiatives. All of them are business or clinical initiatives 
with an IT component. If you or your board thought you were done spending large amounts of 
money on IT after implementing your EMR, you’re dead wrong. Welcome to the new reality!

When we were contemplating the structure of this book and figuring out the chapters, we very 
quickly knew who we wanted to write them. Because both of us have been in the industry for 
more than 25 years and sat in some interesting domestic and international catbird seats, we have 
prodigious networks of friends and colleagues who rank among the most knowledgeable experts 
in their fields.

And every one of the people we asked to write a chapter for us said “yes.” We never had to go 
to “Plan B.” These people know their stuff, and you are the beneficiary.

We hope you enjoy the book and that it helps you understand what it’s going to take to be suc-
cessful in the transformed healthcare delivery world of the future, starting now.

Dave Garets and Claire McCarthy Garets
Blaine, Washington

www.changegang.net

www.changegang.net
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ILEVERAGING YOUR 
EMR TO DERIVE VALUE

If your healthcare organization is typical, you got your EMR “installed” on-time and within bud-
get, declared victory, and collected some money from Meaningful Use. But very quickly, you real-
ized you weren’t getting the return on the investment that management and the board expected; 
you didn’t have the frontline clinicians using the technology to its fullest advantage, at least on 
the basis of the expectations you’d set from vendor promises, and you probably had more unhappy 
people in the organization than you thought you’d have. So you started the “optimization” process 
to make refinements, do some stuff over, and get it right this time.

This first section of the book is dedicated to helping you understand how to get value from 
your investment in the software and the people in your organization. Doug Eastman, executive 
director, Usability Center of Excellence at Kaiser Permanente, and Ronnie Bower, director, adop-
tion and sustainment, Applied Clinical Informatics at Tenet Healthcare, explain how to most 
effectively optimize your EMR and sustain the improvements you make in adoption, process, and 
workflow.

Doug Thompson, senior research director at The Advisory Board Company, shares a structured 
methodology for getting measureable return on your EMR investment, and Les Reed, president 
and chief physician executive, Centra Medical Group at Centra Health System, expertly explains 
how to use the data from your EMR to improve clinical protocols, outcomes, and patient safety.

James Hereford, chief operating officer at Stanford Health Care, takes you through some case 
studies in how to apply Lean principles and thinking to the workflows and processes enabled by 
your EMR. Mike Blum, CMIO and associate vice chancellor at UCSF, shares some of the EMR 
innovations his organization has implemented, and John Hoyt, executive vice president at HIMSS 
Analytics, describes what some of the lessons HIMSS Analytics EMR Adoption Model Stage 7 
organizations have learned and the advanced capabilities they can now bring to patient care.
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Chapter 1

The User Experience: 
An Underexploited 
Opportunity

Doug Eastman, PhD

“Any darn fool can make something complex; it takes a real genius to make something 
simple.”

Albert Einstein

Implementing an EMR is a major undertaking and involves a significant amount of change for 
HCOs. The overall effort is monumental. The stakes are high and this kind of investment is not 
made without the promise of a compelling return or benefit to the patients, caregivers, organiza-
tion, and industry. HCOs seek increases in clinical quality and safety, revenue capture, and opera-
tional efficiencies. And ultimately, the EMR not only has to support the organization’s current 
needs but also should be scalable enough to grow with future transformational plans. This is no 
small feat.

To add to the complexity, the launch of the EMR is really just the beginning. The new system 
becomes central to a growing body of optimization efforts, the success of which is largely depen-
dent on users being willing and able to change their behavior. Technology solutions must be both 
usable and adopted by users to reach their potential. This gets tricky at times, because what we 
want users to do with the technology may not seem intuitive, convenient, or efficient to them. If 
the technology is too clunky, users become frustrated and the solution loses credibility. This is 
where problems arise, and some of these situations are difficult to reverse.

There are many stories in the healthcare industry that describe costly implementation mistakes. 
These shortcomings can affect an organization’s reputation, compound existing inefficiencies, and 
increase the price tag associated with launching an EMR. But what is often not recognized is that 
user experience during implementation can make or break post–live optimization efforts, 
because it’s the user experience that ultimately shapes how the technology is perceived and whether 
it is ever fully utilized.
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The following list of issues is a sampling of what happens when technology is introduced with-
out the user in mind:

 ◾ Workflow workarounds
 ◾ Decreased adoption, low utilization
 ◾ High maintenance costs
 ◾ User fatigue and frustration
 ◾ Missed revenue capture
 ◾ Incomplete fields, incomplete reporting
 ◾ Inconsistent processes
 ◾ Increased training and support costs
 ◾ Information errors
 ◾ User work/life imbalance
 ◾ Extra work, rework
 ◾ Too many mouse clicks
 ◾ Difficulty finding information

Sound familiar? Some of this may be inevitable, but more often than not, these issues 
can be avoided entirely if user-centered approaches are designed into implementation plan-
ning and delivery. Great care should be taken to ensure any technology solution is designed 
well and introduced in a way that helps ensure users see the value and readily adopt required 
changes.

There are two important elements of user-centered design: usability and user-ability (or tech-
nology adoption). Understanding the differences between the two and how they fit together to 
create an enhanced user experience are key to avoiding predictable problems and reaching the 
full potential of your technology.

User-Centered Approaches
Usability and user-ability (or technology adoption) are intertwined requirements of positive and 
sustainable user experiences. Both disciplines mitigate risk and can translate into significant quality 
improvements and cost savings. Unfortunately, they are often discounted or overlooked when 
implementing EMR systems. But when they are formally baked into the planning and develop-
ment for a new system or other technology rollout, the long-term benefits are significant. On the 
other hand, when user-centered approaches are nonexistent or minimalized, a lot can (and usually 
does) go wrong sooner or later.

Let’s review these user-centered approaches and how they work together to position your orga-
nization to realize the benefits from technology.

Usability

Usability is an important user-centered approach to ensuring users embrace technology to meet 
the organization’s goals as quickly as possible.

There are a variety of definitions for usability, but generally speaking, usability contributes to 
the overall user experience by improving ease of use. The Nielson Norman Group (Jakob Nielsen, 
“Usability 101: Introduction to Usability”) defines usability by five quality components:
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 1. Learnability: How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they encounter 
the design?

 2. Efficiency: Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform tasks?
 3. Memorability: When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how easily can 

they reestablish proficiency?
 4. Errors: How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors, and how easily can 

they recover from the errors?
 5. Satisfaction: How pleasant is it to use the design?

Another key quality component in usability is Utility, which refers to the design’s functional-
ity: Does it do what users need?

Usability plays an important role in ensuring that the user experience is positive and that users 
perceive technology as a gift, not a punishment. Think about the presents you have received in the past 
for your birthday or a holiday. It feels really good when someone knows you well and gives you a gift 
that fits your needs and interests. Can you recall times when you received a gift and it left you think-
ing, “How on earth did this person think I wanted this?” (Editor’s Note: I got a $50,000 life insurance 
policy from my parents for my high school graduation gift when all the other kids were getting cars.)

With an EMR, it requires great thought to ensure what you are implementing is well received 
by users. The main requirement is to deliver technology solutions that support their operational 
requirement, and make their work more effective, convenient, and efficient. When this doesn’t 
happen, users wonder if the development team understands their work. This disconnect creates a 
divide between operations and IT. Users tend to abandon solutions that don’t meet their needs, 
like that awful gift they received. Birthday gifts can be returned, but bad technology solutions 
unfortunately don’t come with a gift receipt. You are stuck with it until it gets fixed … and some-
times it takes forever to make simple changes.

The list below highlights some common distractions with EMRs that invariably lead to low 
user adoption and utilization. These distractions disrupt productivity and erode confidence in the 
technology, which, in turn, further negatively affects user adoption. It’s a vicious circle.

Common EMR Distractions

 ◾ Too many mouse clicks
 ◾ Cumbersome navigation
 ◾ Inconsistent, illogical, and clunky process flows
 ◾ Noncontextual buttons and links
 ◾ Lengthy scrolling
 ◾ Overcrowding of screen layout
 ◾ Missing fields
 ◾ Difficult to find information
 ◾ Requires too much muscle memory
 ◾ Inconsistent button placement on screens

Usability helps ensure that the technology you are implementing is perceived as a welcome 
gift to users. Typically, usability professionals serve as liaisons between operations and IT, ensur-
ing what is being built (whether a proof of concept/prototype or final solution) is comprehensive 
and aligns with what the business needs to perform their work successfully. To be most effective, 
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usability should be factored into the work plan from the very beginning. However, at this 
point, it is often brought in later to assess root causes of poor adoption and utilization issues, a 
contributing factor to increased costs and missed opportunities.

User-Ability

User-ability (or technology adoption) is another important user-centered discipline that yields 
great return for the HCO, because it, too, focuses on the user experience. Where usability aims 
to increase user adoption through the design of tools that meet user’s needs, user-ability also 
increases adoption through the assurance that users are ready, equipped, and on board with 
the changes ahead. Technology adoption is about effectively introducing, implementing, and 
optimizing change driven by new and existing technology within the organization. An EMR 
drives a significant level of change for users, and this change must be managed effectively in order 
to reap the expected benefits.

Once an EMR is put in place, the journey continues. Users get more acquainted with the 
system and find ways to incorporate the technology more effectively into their daily routines. A 
sound technology adoption strategy ensures that, at go-live, a solid foundation for change has 
been established for the organization. This foundation sets the course for subsequent optimization 
efforts and helps reduce instances where change slows down because not everyone is on board. As 
stated earlier, we don’t want users to be unduly distracted by the technology and other changes 
surrounding the implementation. When users are distracted, optimization and transformation 
efforts slow down or are not sustainable because the organization is playing catch-up with users 
instead of moving forward.

Assuming the technology meets user needs (it is functional and usable), users must be profi-
cient with the system. This takes time and must be handled strategically. Proficiency improvement 
does not mean throwing more training at users. In fact, user dissatisfaction increases when train-
ing interventions aren’t perceived to be relevant.

A common complaint from clinicians is that training isn’t targeted to their needs, and frus-
tration is exacerbated because training takes them away from patient access. Because of large 
patient loads, clinicians simply don’t have time to sit through training that isn’t addressing their 
specific requirements. A successful practice is to assess proficiency levels and segment skill gaps 
by audience groups. Having this information enables the organization to be strategic about its 
training strategy and to determine how localized or widespread the identified skills gaps are. This 
also enables the training team to determine the most appropriate training and support method, 
format, and timing to follow.

Training is expensive. To ensure sustainability, it is important to know exactly what your 
audience needs and to provide convenient ways to get it to them, when they need it. To meet 
these requirements, I recommend learning about which training interventions work best for each 
audience group.

There will be times when it is necessary to deploy on-the-ground resources to train people in 
a classroom or side by side in the field, but be careful, as this approach can become very costly 
and places a drain on resources. If you have a large organization that is geographically dispersed, 
this may require a small army of trainers. Try to determine who would really benefit from this 
approach.

For other users, it might make more sense to develop an online learning approach where users 
can access tailored videos and learning materials on their own time. Of course, there are advan-
tages and disadvantages to electronic training methods. They allow users to learn on their own 
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time, but that only works when users have the desire and time to access online materials. It is best 
to have a variety of learning solutions, tailored to meet the needs of your various user groups.

As a side comment, users don’t always know what they don’t know. When collecting data to 
understand audience skill gaps and needs, be wary of relying solely on self-assessments. Although 
a self-assessment is probably the most cost-effective way to collect data (especially within a large 
organization), the data aren’t always accurate because data are limited to what a user thinks he 
or she needs to know or is capable of doing. It is always best to observe users interacting with the 
technology to fully appreciate their strengths and opportunities for improvement in the way they 
interact with the technology.

A Shared Perspective
Usability (UX) and user-ability (UA) share a common perspective and complement one another 
extremely well (see Figure 1.1). Both disciplines focus on what users need to be successful as well as 
bring visibility to practical ways to meet these requirements. The following describes areas where 
a similar philosophy is applied to establish a positive user experience.

Informed Decisions

Both user-centered specialties rely heavily on data collected from the field. Usability experts need 
to observe how users interact with the technology (software, applications, and devices) to make 
suitable recommendations about the user, functional, and design requirements.

Beware of the Usual Suspects Syndrome. This is when you have the same people at the plan-
ning table for every initiative, making decisions on behalf of all users on the basis of their indi-
vidual experience and assumptions of what is needed. Many times, these subject matter experts 
are more than informed to make these decisions, but other times, these individuals are too close to 
the project and make decisions that are not aligned with what mainstream users actually need. The 
pitfall here is that you risk not operating from a complete set of user requirements from the start.

Both usability and user-ability professionals ensure that users are well represented in the 
planning phases and are involved early and closely enough to guide decisions that affect them. 
It is always important to check back with representative samples of target audience segments 
to ensure that decisions accurately reflect the needs of the individuals that will ultimately be 
expected to use the solutions. This requires a strong engagement strategy with the business side 
of the organization.

Having good data means that you can be strategic about next steps and ensure the interven-
tions are sustainable. In the case of usability, offering users a solution that meets their needs and 
is convenient and easy to use has a much better chance of being embraced and utilized effectively. 
With regard to user-ability, providing tailored training and support reduces cost and time and 

UX UA

Figure 1.1 Looking at user experience.
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wins the gratitude from users because they feel understood and respected. Both user-centered 
approaches leverage data to drive solutions to support the adoption and effective utilization of the 
technology.

The Whole Picture

Let’s be honest, not every solution is perfect the first go-around. Sometimes, solutions don’t hit the 
mark well at all. You could probably guess that when things don’t go well, user-centered approaches 
were lacking. Regardless of the reason for poor outcomes, often an assessment is needed to uncover 
the root cause for low utilization or why people aren’t using the solution as intended.

Usability and user-ability are great companions in the search for answers and are very effective 
in collectively surfacing the whole picture. It doesn’t work to just assume that a problem is a train-
ing, workflow, or technology design issue without truly checking under the hood first. Please con-
tinue to gather assumptions from the project team, but vet those hunches through field research. 
There are a myriad of contributing factors that influence any given issue.

Working together, both user-centered approaches have been wildly effective in assessing current 
state problems in the field or uncovering a comprehensive set of user requirements. For instance, I 
recall a situation in the recent past when a project team couldn’t understand why a group of users 
refused to use a brand new system. Some leaders sensed it was due to poor training, others felt the 
situation was a result of bad design. After observing users in the field and working closely with 
them to understand the challenges, it was found that the system worked perfectly—no known 
issues. The training was prepared and delivered well, as it focused less on which buttons to click 
and placed more emphasis on how to leverage the system to support the user workflows. The 
training also reviewed how to think critically and troubleshoot under certain typical situations. 
With the whole picture in mind, it turns out that the problem rested in two main areas. First, the 
system was actually developed perfectly to specifications but the requirements were incomplete 
and did not reflect the work of the users. Secondly, leadership did not communicate expectations 
consistently across the department and so users were not performing their work the same way. This 
led to different results.

The User Comes First

It goes without saying that the patient is the ultimate focus, but in the case of ensuring the 
EMR and other optimized technology solutions are well received and utilized to their fullest, it 
is important to always keep the user front of mind. User-centered approaches, such as usability 
and user-ability, are advocates for the user and for the development team. We want everyone to be 
successful, but emphasis must be placed equally on the technology and the people side in order to 
achieve positive, sustainable results.

Coupling of Specialties

Sometimes we innovate and develop solutions to enhance the user experience and sometimes we 
do it to change behavior. Technology alone doesn’t change behavior, but rather enables it. Solid 
change management sets the tone to develop buy-in and user engagement. Coupling technology 
with great design and change management is a recipe for successful adoption.

More and more organizations are instituting user-centered approaches in their work from 
the onset and are finding great success as a result. The progress is still slower than it should be, 


